
Video management

Integrated security solution with Dahua DSS 
video management 

Compatibility
Dahua Bosch Security and Safety Systems

DSS Professional V8.0.4 
and later versions with 
Dahua Bosch_Event_
Bridge_V1.0

Building Integration System 4.8  
and higher

Dahua DSS Bridge enables Dahua DSS Pro video 
management solution to receive events and alarms from 
Bosch Building Integration System (BIS). Dahua DSS 
Professional is a centralized management system designed 
for large-scale and industrial applications. It provides 
centralized video monitoring and works seamlessly 
together with connected Bosch hardware. The alarm 
notifications of BIS can be verified by video streams from 
Dahua DSS connected cameras in a unified platform. 
Thanks to the established connection between DSS 
Professional and BIS server, functions such as receiving, 
recording or searching events from the Bosch connected 
security and safety subsystems are supported. Dahua DSS 
Bridge is installed on the Dahua DSS server and enables 
the communication between Dahua DSS Pro and BIS.

◾ Only one front-end system for Dahua video and Bosch 
access control, intrusion and fire events

◾ Visually verify & handle alarms with just a few clicks  
in DSS

◾ Fast configuration and secure communication for both 
systems

Authorize 
Set up the connection 
between the Bridge 
and DSS Server

Event 
DSS Bridge forwards 
events to DSS Server
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Operation

Authorize/Subscribe
- Set up the connection between DSS 

Bridge and BIS Forwarding OPC Server
- Subscribe events
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DSS Bridge receives 
BIS events
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Configuration

https://commerce.boschsecurity.com/nlexp/en/Building-Integration-System/c/22509725195
https://commerce.boschsecurity.com/nlexp/en/Building-Integration-System/c/22509725195
https://www.boschsecurity.com/xc/en/solutions/management-software/building-integration-system/


◾ Real-time events from BIS  
(access control, intrusion, fire, etc.)

◾ BIS event history searchable in DSS

◾ Secure communication and authentication  
between DSS and BIS

◾ Fast configuration of BIS events and linked actions  
in DSS

Bosch Security and Safety Systems is a leading global 
supplier of security, safety, and communications 
products, solutions and services. Protecting lives, 
buildings and assets is our aim. The product portfolio 
includes video surveillance, intrusion detection, fire 
detection and voice evacuation systems as well as access 
control and management systems. Professional audio and 
conference systems for communication of voice, sound 
and music complete the range. Bosch Security and Safety 
Systems develops and manufactures in its own plants 
across the world.

For more information, visit boschsecurity.com

Dahua Technology is a world-leading video-centric AIoT 
solution and service provider. With its ‘Dahua Think#’ 
corporate strategy, Dahua Technology focuses on two 
core businesses: City and Enterprise. The company firmly 
strengthens its technological strategies that include AloT 
and IoT digital intelligence platforms, comprehensively 
promoting the digital intelligence upgrading of cities and 
enterprises based on customer needs, and creating more 
value for the digital-intelligent transformation of various 
industries. 

For more information, visit dahuasecurity.com

Key features

Configuration of DSS Bridge and BIS events in DSS settings Configuration of BIS alarms and actions in DSS

Commercial buildings Critical infrastructure Banking

http://www.boschsecurity.com
https://www.dahuasecurity.com
https://cypressintegration.com/

